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The Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières (GERG) 2008 multi-parameter equation of state (EOS) is
considered the reference model for the prediction of natural gas mixture properties. However, the limited
quality of thermodynamic property data available for many key binary mixtures at the time of its devel-
opment constrained both its range of validity and achievable uncertainty. The data situation for the bin-
ary system (CH4 + C4H10) in particular was identified previously as limiting the ability of the GERG-EOS to
describe rich natural gases at low temperatures. Recently, new vapour-liquid equilibrium (VLE) and liq-
uid mixture heat capacity data measured at low temperatures and high pressures have been published
that significantly improve the data situation for this crucial binary, allowing erroneous literature data
to be identified and the predictive behaviour of the GERG-EOS when extrapolated to be tested. The 10
basis functions in the generalised departure function used by the GERG-EOS for several binaries including
(CH4 + C4H10) were examined to eliminate the term causing a divergence between measured and pre-
dicted liquid mixture isobaric heat capacities at T < 150 K. With a simplified nine-term departure func-
tion, the maximum relative deviation between the measured and predicted heat capacities was
reduced from nearly (110 to 7) %. The interaction parameters in the GERG equation were also re-
determined by including, for the first time for this binary, reliable low temperature VLE data together
with most of the other high temperature data used in the original development of the model. The new
interaction parameters for (CH4 + C4H10) reduced the relative deviation of bubble point pressures mea-
sured and calculated at T = 244 K from (9 to 1.4) %, without affecting the accuracy of property predictions
at higher temperatures.
� 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Accurate equations of state (EOS) for natural gas mixtures are
essential in process engineering to help reduce over-design and
allow more effective optimisation of gas pipeline networks and
processing equipment. The GERG-2008 wide-range EOS is based
on accurate experimental thermodynamic property data for 21
components of natural gas (alkane hydrocarbons methane through
decane, isobutane, isopentane, hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, oxygen,
argon, water, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sul-
fide) and their binary mixtures, and is valid for describing mixtures
of these components over the range T = (60 to 700) K and up to
70 MPa [1]. However, while it has been adopted as the ISO Stan-
dard for calculating the equilibrium properties of natural gases
[1], there is considerable scope for improving the GERG-2008
EOS. Many of these opportunities for development require new
experimental data: for example, only seven of the 210 combina-
tions of binary fluids in the natural gas model have experimental
data of sufficient quantity and quality to justify the most accurate
level of representation possible in the GERG-2008 EOS [1]. In par-
ticular, Kunz and Wagner [1] stated that the paucity of quality
vapour-liquid equilibrium data available limited the accuracy
achievable in the development of the GERG-EOS, and specifically
identified a need for low temperature VLE data in mixtures of
(CH4 + C4H10) to improve the description of rich natural gases at
conditions of significant industrial importance.

The (methane + butane) binary is an important mixture where
large deviations between the GERG-2008 EOS predictions and
accurate experimental measurements are known to occur. (In this
work, x1 denotes the mole fraction of methane and the term ‘‘bu-
tane” refers to the isomer often called normal butane). In the
development of the GERG-2008 EOS the VLE data for methane
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+ butane at low temperatures from several sources [2–5] were
found to be mutually inconsistent so only VLE data at T > 278 K
from Sage et al. [6] and Wiese et al. [7] were used in the optimisa-
tion [8]. The complete omission of the low-temperature data from
the fitting process means both the data of Elliot et al. [3] – which
generally appear to be of high quality [9] – and the accurate VLE
measurements made recently by May et al. between T = (203 and
273) K [10] are systematically over-predicted by the GERG-2008
EOS (figure 1a). The low-temperature isobaric heat capacity data
of Syed et al. [11] are also poorly predicted by the GERG-2008
EOS (figure 1b), although such predictions represent a significant
extrapolation of beyond the normal range of validity [1] specified
for the model, given that the mixture was very rich in butane
(0.4 mole fraction) and the measurements were conducted at tem-
peratures below 150 K. Furthermore, no caloric properties for
(methane + butane) were available when the GERG-2008 EOS
was developed [1]. The motivation for the present work was to
understand the cause of these deviations, and if possible improve
the correlation and prediction of thermodynamic properties
including VLE for the (methane + butane) binary in the framework
of the GERG-2008 EOS.

2. Theoretical background

The GERG-2008 EOS is based on a multi-fluid approximation
[1]. The dimensionless Helmholtz energy, a = a/(RT), is related to
mixture variables density q, reduced density d = q/qr, temperature
T, inverse reduced temperature s = Tr/T, and the molar composition
vector x by

aðd; s; xÞ ¼ aoðq; T; xÞ þ arðd; s; xÞ: ð1Þ
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FIGURE 1. (a) Relative deviations (p � pref)/pref of {methane (1) + butane (2)}
literature saturation pressure data, p, from the value pref calculated with the
GERG-2008 EOS [1]. Symbols: , T = 244 K, Roberts et al. [5]; , T = 244 K, Wang
and McKetta [12]; , T = 233 K, Elliot et al. [3]; , T = 244 K, Elliot et al. [3]; ,
T = 255 K, Elliot et al. [3]; , T = (203 to 273) K isochore, May et al. [10]; ,
T = 244 K, May et al. [10]. (b) Relative deviations (cp � cp,ref)/cp,ref of isobaric heat
capacity cp for (methane + butane) of Syed et al. [11] and HYSYS Peng–Robinson
predictions (—) from cp,ref calculated from the GERG-2008 EOS [1]. Symbols: ,
x1 = 0.95, p = 5.05 MPa; , x1 = 0.88, p = 5.15 MPa; , x1 = 0.60, p = 5.15 MPa.
The reduced density and inverse reduced temperature depend
on qr and Tr, the so-called ‘composition-dependent reducing
functions’ for the density and temperature of the mixture,
which depend in turn on the molar composition of the mixture,
i.e. qr = qr(x) and Tr = Tr(x).

The ideal-gas contribution ao to the mixture Helmholtz energy
is given by

aoðq; T; xÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

xi ao
oiðq; TÞ þ ln xi

� �
; ð2Þ

where N is the number of mixture components, xi is the mole frac-
tion of component i, and aoio is the dimensionless Helmholtz energy
of component i in the ideal-gas state. The term xi ln xi results from
the entropy-of-mixing contribution [1].

The residual part of the dimensionless Helmholtz energy ar con-
tains free energy contributions from each pure fluid in the mixture
(at reduced conditions) and a non-ideal contribution from the so-
called ‘departure function’ Dar:

arðd; s; xÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

xiar
oiðd; sÞ þ Darðd; s; xÞ: ð3Þ

The function aoir depends implicitly on the mixture composition
x through d and s. The GERG-2008 EOSmixturemodel is compatible
with all types of pure fluid equations of state [1]. Most of the mix-
ture behaviour is captured through the summation over xiar

oiðd; sÞ
and the use of the composition-dependent reducing functions for
density and temperature, which determine d and s. The purpose
of the departure function is to improve the accuracy of the multi-
fluid approximation when these composition-dependent reducing
functions are unable to reproduce highly-accurate data within
experimental uncertainty. Formanymixtures, where there are little
or no experimental values with sufficient accuracy, the departure
function is set to zero.

The composition-dependent reducing functions for density and
temperature, qr and Tr, are based on the quadratic mixing rules
proposed by Klimeck [1, pg. 3045].

1
qrðxÞ

¼
XN
i¼1

x2i
1
qc;i

þ
XN�1

i¼1

XN
j¼iþ1

2xixj
qc;ij

; ð4Þ

TrðxÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

x2i Tc;i þ
XN�1

i¼1

XN
j¼iþ1

2xixjTc;ij; ð5Þ

where

1
qc;ij

¼ bm;ijcm;ij
xi þ xj

b2
m;ijxi þ xj

� 1
8

1

q1=3
c;i

þ 1

q1=3
c;j

 !3

and ð6Þ

Tc;ij ¼ bT;ijcT;ij �
xi þ xj

b2
T;ijxi þ xj

ðTc;i Tc;jÞ1=2: ð7Þ

The parameters qc,i and Tc,i are, respectively, the critical density
and critical temperature of pure fluid i [1, table A5].

Given sufficient data for the binary mixture of components i and
j, the four binary interaction parameters (BIPs) – bv,ij, cv,ij, bT,ij, cT,ij –
can be adjusted. However, in the case of fluid component pairs for
which little or no experimental information is available, the BIPs
can be set to unity, resulting in the quadratic mixing rules of Lor-
entz and Berthelot [1], i.e.

1=qc;ij ¼ q�1=3
c;i þ q�1=3

c;j

� �3�
8; ð8Þ

Tc;ij ¼ ðTc;i Tc;jÞ1=2: ð9Þ
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Other parameter-free combining rules are possible and utilised
within the framework of the GERG-2008 EOS. For certain binary
mixtures involving a heavy hydrocarbon (C4+) with either another
hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide or hydrogen, ‘linear’ combining
rules are used [1], which are implemented by substituting the fol-
lowing expressions

cm;ij ¼ 4
1
qc;i

þ 1
qc;j

 !
1

q1=3
c;i

þ 1

q1=3
c;j

 !, 3

; ð10Þ
TABLE 1
(Methane + butane) binary interaction parameters compatible with the GERG-2008
EOS.

Parameter Original GERG-2008 EOS
parameters [8]

Benchmark results
(this work)

New BIPs
(this work)

bv,ij 0.979105972 0.978678 0.991509
cv,ij 1.045375122 1.046648 1.055790
bT,ij 0.994174910 0.986612 0.981759
cT,ij 1.171607691 1.172916 1.177286
cT;ij ¼
1
2

Tc;i þ Tc;j
� �

=ðTc;i Tc;jÞ1=2; ð11Þ

into equations (6) and (7), with the corresponding b parameters set
to unity. Thus, varying degrees of complexity are used for modelling
binary mixtures in the GERG-2008 EOS as determined by the num-
ber and quality of the available data. In those cases where the mix-
ture data are sufficient, departure functions are used to improve
upon the description provided through the composition-
dependent reducing functions. Adjusting the binary interaction
parameters in the latter also modifies values calculated with the
departure function through its dependence on d and s.

The overall departure function for a mixture is the sum of the
binary departure functions from the constituents taken pairwise,
i.e.

Darðd; s; xÞ ¼
XN�1

i¼1

XN
j¼1

xixjFijar
ijðd; sÞ: ð12Þ

The GERG-2008 EOS contains two kinds of non-trivial binary
departure function aijr (d, s): ‘binary-specific’ departure functions
for well-measured binary fluids and ‘generalised’ departure func-
tions for certain classes of similarly-behaved binary fluids. For
those binary mixtures having a binary-specific departure function,
the parameter Fij is set to unity while for binary mixtures covered
by the generalised departure function Fij is treated as an adjustable
parameter. However, in the case of the (methane + butane) system,
which is the archetype for the generalised departure function, the
value of Fij is set to unity. For all other binary mixtures, where the
availability of reliable property data is insufficient to justify the
inclusion of a departure function to improve upon the predictions
achieved with the reducing functions in equations (6) and (7), Fij is
set to zero. Of the 210 binary fluid combinations covered in the
GERG-2008 EOS, 31 are modelled (mostly hydrocarbon mixtures)
with the ‘linear’ combining rules, 54 are modelled with the Lor-
entz–Berthelot combining rules, 110 are modelled with adjusted
BIPs in the composition-dependent reducing functions and eight
binary alkane mixtures, including (methane + butane), are mod-
elled with the (single) generalised departure function (see figure
1 of [1]). Binary-specific departure functions were only able to be
developed for the seven binary mixtures (methane + nitrogen),
(methane + carbon dioxide), (methane + ethane), (methane + pro-
pane), (nitrogen + carbon dioxide), (nitrogen + ethane), and
(methane + hydrogen) [1] because these binaries had a sufficient
number of high-quality property data available at the time the
equation was developed. Kunz and Wagner [1, pg. 3080] postu-
lated that it would be worthwhile to develop distinct generalised
departure functions for binary mixtures of air components (e.g.
nitrogen + oxygen, nitrogen + argon), of carbon dioxide with
hydrocarbons, of heavier hydrocarbons (pentane to nonane), and
of helium, hydrogen or water with other components. Recently,
Gernert and Span [13] published a multi-parameter EOS based on
the GERG-2008 formalism with improved interaction parameters
and departure functions to give more accurate descriptions of mix-
tures containing CO2, H2O, N2, O2, Ar, and CO.
The binary departure functions in the GERG-2008 EOS have the
form

ar
ijðd; sÞ ¼

XKPol;ij

k¼1

nij;kd
dij;kstij;k þ

XKPol;ijþKExp;ij

k¼KPol;ijþ1

nij;kd
dij;kstij;k

� exp �gij;kðd� eij;kÞ2 � bij;kðd� cij;kÞ
h i

; ð13Þ

where KPol,ij is the number of ‘polynomial’ terms and KExp,ij is the
number of ‘exponential’ terms [1]. The basis functions and, hence,
the values of the exponents dij,k, tij,k, gij,k, eij,k, bij,k and cij,k appearing
in the binary-specific and generalised departure functions were
determined via a structure optimisation process, while the final val-
ues of the coefficients nij,k were obtained via nonlinear fits to multi-
property data [8].

The properties of the (methane + butane) binary fluid were rep-
resented in the GERG-2008 EOS with optimised BIPs (table 1) and
the generalised departure function with the properties of pure
methane and pure butane calculated with so-called ‘technical
equations of state’ [1].

To fit the BIPs, experimental values for the (methane + butane)
binary fluid were collected by Kunz et al. [1,8] from 21 literature
sources with the most recent published in 2007. The selection of
reliable data for use in the optimisation was made on the basis
of comparisons of the data against predictions made with different
equations of state (e.g. AGA8-DC92 equation of Starling and
Savidge [14] and the cubic equation of state of Peng and Robinson
[15]) as well as on the basis of comparisons between different
datasets (see [8], pg. 80). Based on these comparative analyses, of
the 21 total datasets, eight sources were wholly or partially used
for optimisation of the (methane + butane) BIPs [8, table A 2.1].
For p–q–T properties, the main data sources used for optimisation
were Fenghour et al. [9], Reamer et al. [16] and Ruhrgas [17]. All of
these values lie between T = (270 and 511) K in the supercritical
fluid region. Approximately 40 p–q–T and saturated liquid density
data from Haynes [18], Hiza et al. [19] and Pan et al. [20] in the
temperature range (108 to 140) K were also used. The only other
datasets included in the optimisation were the high-temperature
VLE (bubble point pressure) data of Sage et al. [6] and Wiese
et al. [7]. The average absolute deviations (AADs) between the
model and the p–q–T datasets were less than 0.7 %, while the AADs
between the model and the VLE data used in the optimisation were
2.2 % or better [8, table A2.1]. The prediction of p–q–T values that
were not included in the optimisation was generally as accurate as
for those data that were included in the optimisation. However, the
prediction of VLE data that were not included in the optimisation
was typically much worse: the average absolute deviations for
the relatively large datasets of Roberts et al. [5], Chen et al. [2],
Elliot et al. [3] and Kahre [4] varied from (6 to 12) %.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Benchmarking the optimisation algorithm

To improve upon and extend the GERG-2008 EOS description of
the (methane + butane) system’s thermodynamic properties in



TABLE 2
Sources and number of experimental values used in the GERG-2008 EOS optimisation of (methane + butane) binary interaction parameters, and number of values from each
source that were used for benchmarking the current optimisation algorithm. The assigned uncertainty of each datum in the current benchmark optimisation is given as the
percentage 100u of the measured property value.

Source Ntotal Nused
a Nused

b 100u AAD % c AAD % d

p–q–T
Fenghour et al. [9] 71 71 66 1.0 0.94 1.02
Hiza et al. [19] 4 4 4 0.3 0.39 0.35
Pan et al. [20] 2 2 2 0.3 0.38 0.36
Reamer et al. [16] 512 262 492 0.5 0.53 0.49
Ruhrgas, Bu [17] 42 29 14 0.02 0.01 0.01
Ruhrgas, Op [17] 511 511 106 0.02 0.01 0.01

Saturated liquid density
Haynes [18] 19 19 19 0.3 0.42 0.40
Hiza et al. [19] 12 12 8 0.3 0.71 0.68

VLE data
Sage et al. [6] 117 108 107 0.5 2.4 1.3
Wiese et al. [7] 25 9 15 2.0 1.8 0.9

Total 1027 833

a Number of values used to optimise the BIPs for the GERG-2008 EOS as reported in reference [8].
b Number of values used for the benchmark optimisation in this work.
c Average absolute deviations between the data used in the benchmark optimisation and the GERG-2008 EOS with the original BIPs.
d Average absolute deviations between the data used in the benchmark optimisation and the GERG-2008 EOS with the BIPs determined in the benchmark optimisation.
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FIGURE 2. Relative deviations (p � pcalc)/p of saturation pressure p for {methane
(1) + butane (2)} from pcalc calculated from the GERG-2008 EOS ( ) and our
benchmark optimisation model ( ). (a) p–q–T data of Fenghour et al. [9]; (b) VLE
data of Sage et al. [6].
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light of the new high-quality data measured after 2007, we imple-
mented a Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear least-squares fitting
procedure [21] to enable determination of improved values for
the BIPs bv,ij, cv,ij, bT,ij, cT,ij. To validate this optimisation procedure,
we used 833 data points from the same eight sources from which
Kunz et al. [8] used 1027 data points. It was not possible to match
exactly the data set used in the original optimisation of the GERG-
2008 EOS because the number of points from the Ruhrgas database
used in the optimisation as reported in table A2.1 of Kunz et al. [8]
is greater than the number of data points listed in the correspond-
ing literature source [22] and some of the data points in the liter-
ature sources used were excluded from the optimisation [8];
however Kunz et al. [8] did not state exactly which points were
excluded, or provide criteria for doing so. Since the values of the
weighting factors controlling the influence of the different proper-
ties and different data on the original optimisation [8, pg. 20] were
not stated explicitly, the process of benchmarking our optimisation
algorithm comprised several trial calculations varying the weights
on the datasets until reasonable agreement was found between the
GERG-2008 EOS parameters and the benchmark parameters. The
final weighting assigned to each dataset is given in table 2 as a per-
centage of the measured property value.

The BIPs optimised during the benchmarking of the optimisa-
tion algorithm are compared with the original GERG-2008 EOS BIPs
in table 1, the largest difference being less than 0.8 % for bv,ij. As
shown in table 2, the AADs between the benchmark data and the
EOS with optimised BIPs closely match the AADs between the
benchmark data and the GERG-2008 EOS with its original BIPs.
The distribution of the residuals from both models of the p–q–T
data of Fenghour et al. [9] and the VLE data of Sage et al. [6] also
match closely (figure 2).

These benchmarking results help establish (1) that the
least-squares fitting procedure is sufficiently reliable to be used in
optimisations involving additional datasets andmodified departure
functions, and (2) that the weightings assigned in this work to the
existing datasets used by Kunz et al. [8] are likely to be sufficiently
representative of those used in the original EOS development.
3.2. An improved departure function for (methane + butane)

Finding the cause of the divergence of the (extrapolated) low-
temperature heat capacity predictions made with the GERG-2008
EOS from the data of Syed et al. [11] was a key motivation of the
present work. To do so, we investigated the mixture model’s per-
formance when the linear or quadratic mixing rules (equations
(8)–(11)) were used for the (methane + butane) system. Although
large systematic deviations compared to the (methane + butane)
experimental data are incurred for most properties when these
mixing rules are used (table SI3, SI4), all of the isobaric heat capac-
ity of Syed et al. [11] are reproduced within 3.4 %. Therefore, the
reference equations of state for the pure fluids can be ruled out
as the cause of the divergent behaviour in the low temperature
region. Accordingly, with elimination of the equations for the pure
fluids as the cause, the generalised departure function remains as
the likely source of the divergence.



TABLE 3
Coefficients and exponents of the generalised departure function aijr (equation (14))
for modelling binary alkane mixtures in the GERG-2008 EOS [1].

k dij,k tij,k nij,k

1 1 1.000 2.5574776844118
2 1 1.550 �7.9846357136353
3 1 1.700 4.7859131465806
4 2 0.250 �0.73265392369587
5 2 1.350 1.3805471345312
6 3 0.000 0.28349603476365
7 3 1.250 �0.49087385940425
8 4 0.000 �0.10291888921447
9 4 0.700 0.11836314681968
10 4 5.400 0.00055527385721943
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FIGURE 4. The isobaric heat capacity cp for {methane (1) + butane (2)} predicted
with the GERG-2008 EOS (– – –) diverges toward negative values at T < 150 K when
x1 = 0.60. Omitting the tenth term from the generalised departure function (—),
while keeping all interaction parameters at their original values, improves
agreement with the measured data of Syed et al. [11]. Symbols: , x1 = 0.95,
p = 5.05 MPa; , x1 = 0.88, p = 5.15 MPa; , x1 = 0.60, p = 5.15 MPa.
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The generalised departure function is comprised of ten polyno-
mial terms [1], i.e.

ar
ijðd; sÞ ¼

X10
k¼1

nij;kd
dij;kstij;k : ð14Þ

Its structure was determined almost completely from results
obtained with values from the (methane + ethane), (methane
+ propane), and (methane + butane) binary systems [8, pg. 172].
The values of the coefficients and exponents appearing in equation
(14) are shown in table 3.

The relation between the reduced Helmholtz energy and the
isobaric heat capacity is [1, table B1]

cp=R ¼ �s2 ao
ss þ ar

ss
� �

þ 1þ dar
d � dsar

ds
� �2 1þ 2dar

d þ d2ar
dd

� �	
; ð15Þ

where ad = (oa/od)s, add = (o2a/od2)s, etc. The contributions of the
generalised departure function’s derivatives to the calculated iso-
baric heat capacities were systematically examined in the region
of the Syed et al. [11] data where the largest deviations were
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FIGURE 3. Contributions to the isobaric heat capacity at p = 5.0 MPa and x1 = 0.6. (a)
Derivatives s2(o2a/os2)d of terms k = (1 to 10) in the generalised departure function.
(b) Derivative of the k = 10 term in the generalised departure function compared to
the sum of the derivatives for terms k = (1 to 9).
observed (p = 5.0 MPa, T = (110 to 180) K, x1 = 0.6) and a problem
was detected with the �s2assr term. The second derivative of each
polynomial term in the generalised departure function with respect
to the inverse reduced temperature is shown in figure 3a. Although
the derivatives of terms k = (2 and 3) are largest in magnitude, their
contributions to the heat capacity tend to cancel each other. In fact,
accumulating the contributions from terms k = (1 to 9) produces a
small overall effect on the isobaric heat capacity (figure 3b).

However, the term for k = 10 is not cancelled out. Therefore, the
tenth term dominates the other terms in the departure function
and appears to be the major cause of the divergent behaviour of
the heat capacity predictions in the cryogenic (T < 150 K) region.
To verify this the isobaric heat capacities were calculated with
the BIPs of Kunz et al. [8] with and without the tenth term in the
generalised departure function, and the results are shown in
figure 4.

The agreement between the cp predicted when the tenth term
in the departure function was omitted and the experimental data
of Syed et al. [11] was significantly improved. The impact of the
tenth term in the departure function grows with higher butane
fractions because, at a given T, the reduced temperature of the mix-
ture decreases and s becomes increasingly large. Omitting the
tenth term yielded a more reasonable extrapolation of the heat
capacity for temperatures below 150 K but has only minor effects
on the prediction of other thermodynamic properties for the
(methane + butane) system: differences in p–q–T calculations are
less than 0.02 % and the AAD between the VLE data of Sage et al.
[6] increases marginally from 2.4 % to 2.6 % (table SI5). Overall, it
seems that the generalised departure function with only nine
terms improves both the correlation and the prediction of the
properties of (methane + butane). Investigating the use of this
improved departure function with other binary mixtures is an area
of future work.
3.3. Improving the binary interaction parameters for (methane
+ butane)

Improving the prediction of thermodynamic properties of
(methane + butane) requires new BIPs based on reliable property
data measured over a wide range of conditions. Bubble point



TABLE 4
Sources and number of experimental data used in the optimisation of new binary interaction parameters for (methane + butane). The assigned uncertainty of each datum is given
as the percentage 100u of the measured property value.

Source Ntotal Nused 100u AAD %

p–q–T
Fenghour et al. [9] 71 66 1.0 1.20
Hiza et al. [19] 4 4 0.3 0.96
Pan et al. [20] 2 2 0.3 0.23
Reamer et al. [16] 512 492 0.5 0.37
Ruhrgas, Bu [17] 42 14 0.02 <0.01
Ruhrgas, Op [17] 511 106 0.02 0.02

Saturated liquid density
Haynes [18] 19 19 0.3 0.18
Hiza et al. [19] 12 8 0.3 0.50

VLE data
Sage et al. [6] 117 106 2.0 2.5
Wiese et al. [7] 25 15 2.0 2.4

Data not included in Kunz et al. [8]

VLE data
Elliot et al. [3] 109 81 2.0 2.5
May et al. [10] 20 20 1.0 1.4

Isobaric heat capacity
Syed et al. [11] 16 16 3.0 3.3
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pressures are one of the properties to which the BIPs are most sen-
sitive [8], and therefore it is important that consistent, high-quality
VLE data are used in optimisations. In the development of the
GERG-2008 EOS only high-temperature VLE data from Sage et al.
[6] and Wiese et al. [7] were included in the optimisation [8].
The most reliable low-temperature VLE data prior to 2007 appear
to be those of Elliot et al. [3], which are systematically over-
predicted by the GERG-2008 EOS [8, table A2.1] (except at low
pressures, where the relative uncertainty in the measured pressure
increased). The recent high-quality low-temperature VLE data from
May et al. [10] seem to be generally consistent with the data set of
Elliot et al. [3] and are similarly over-predicted by the GERG-2008
EOS. New BIPs were optimised with the use of the reference equa-
tions for puremethane [23] and butane [24], the improved departure
function (with Fij equal to unity and the tenth term omitted from the
generalised departure function) and the data and weights sum-
marised in table 4. A detailed list of the data points used in and
excluded from the fit is given in Supporting Information.

The calculations of p–q–T data from both the GERG-2008 EOS
[1] and the optimised model with the new BIPs are largely in
accord (e.g. figure 5a): however, the Ruhrgas [17] data at
T = 290 K measured by optical interferometry deviate systemati-
cally from calculations made with the new BIPs compared to the
other Ruhrgas data in the range T = (270 to 330) K (figure 5b).
The stated relative uncertainty of these density values measured
by optical interferometry is 0.08 % [17], which is still comparable
with the largest deviation (�0.11 %) of those data from the revised
EOS. Further, we note those density values measured at T = 290 K
by optical interferometry are clearly discrepant from the other val-
ues reported in reference [17], regardless of the version of the EOS
used to represent them. Figure 5b shows that the majority of the
Ruhrgas data deviate from the original GERG-2008 EOS by about
+0.03 %, whereas the highest pressure values on the T = 290 K
isotherm deviate by around �0.02 %. With the new BIPs, the
deviations all shift in a negative direction to about �0.03 % and
�0.11 %, respectively. The deviations from the revised model
suggest that the inconsistency of the T = 290 K optical interferom-
etry values from the rest of the Ruhrgas data [17] may be larger
than previously thought.

The data of Sage et al. [6] are represented approximately as well
by both the GERG-2008 EOS [1] and the optimised model with the
new BIPs (2.4 % vs. 2.5 %) (figure 6). The values of Elliot et al. [3] at
T = 278 K deviate systematically from the new model compared to
the data of Sage et al. [6] at T = 294 K and were excluded from the
current optimisation. Several other data points measured at low
absolute pressures by Elliot et al. [3] were also excluded because
they produced large relative deviations in the least-squares fit,
which is consistent with the increased relative experimental
uncertainty at those conditions. Overall, the improvements in the
calculations of the VLE values are substantial. The new BIPs
improve the representation of both the values of Elliot et al. [3]
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for which the AAD is reduced from (6.3 to 2.5) % (figure 6) and the
values of May et al. [10] for which the AAD is reduced from (9 to
1.4) % (figure 7).

Similarly, the maximum deviation relative to the isobaric heat
capacity data of Syed et al. [11] improved from 106 % with the
GERG-2008 EOS to 7 % with the new BIPs. The extrapolations into
the cryogenic region are much more robust with the new model,
largely due to the improved departure function.
4. Conclusions

Large systematic differences occur betweenpredictionsmade for
the (methane + butane) binarymixturewith the default GERG-2008
EOS and themixture heat capacity datameasured by Syed et al. [11]
aswell as the low temperatureVLE values ofMay et al. [10] andElliot
et al. [3]. In the case of the isobaric heat capacity, the tenth term in
the generalised binary departure function was found to cause the
default model to diverge from experiment in the cryogenic region.
It was also shown that neglecting the tenth term from the gener-
alised departure function corrects this problem at low temperature
while having almost no effect on the calculations of high tempera-
ture data that were available during the development of the
GERG-2008 EOS [8]. An avenue for future work would be to deter-
minewhether predictions of the thermodynamic properties of other
binaryalkanemixtures forwhich thegeneraliseddeparture function
is recommended, such as (methane + isobutene), (ethane + butane),
and (ethane + isobutene), would improve by truncating the gener-
alised departure function at nine terms.

To extend and improve upon the GERG-2008 EOS for the
(methane + butane) system, the following refinements were made
in this work. First, the generalised departure function was trun-
cated from ten terms to nine terms. Second, the reference equa-
tions were used for the pure fluids instead of the compact
revised equations given in the GERG-2008 publication [8]. Third,
new binary interaction parameters for this binary mixture were
obtained by regression to datasets that included VLE data from
the wider temperature range (144 to 394) K. None of these changes
had a detrimental effect on the calculated properties for other
datasets compared to the default GERG-2008 EOS. Regarding the
second point, the differences between various pure fluid EOS are
typically much less than the uncertainty of the mixture data and
the effect of using different EOS for the pure fluids is therefore usu-
ally insignificant, particularly for this binary. A revised (methane
+ butane) binary fluid file containing the truncated departure func-
tion, compatible with the TREND 2.0 software distribution [25], is
included as Supporting Information (SI) and can be used as a stan-
dalone replacement for the existing file in the ‘BINARY_MIX_FILES’
directory folder. The SI also contains a list of the data points
included in, and excluded from, the fit used to determine the
improved binary interaction parameters.
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